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The ninth and final book in the Purge of Babylon series.Start the series with Book #1 at:
amzn.to/1u4DUL4________________________________________Â FOR EVERY NIGHT,
THERE IS A NEW DAWN.One night. That was all it took for the world to be forever changed.
Creatures that once lived in the shadows rose, spreading like a plague across the globe, swallowing
whole cities and collapsing unprepared governments. Survivors call it The Purge.In the months
since, every night has been a struggle against the supernatural terrors that thrive in the darkness.
The days are no better, with constant battles against human traitors that have chosen to serve the
new overlords.But an end to the nightmare is finally at hand.Mercer&apos;s army is in disarray, and
Danny and Gaby have returned to the Trident with precious cargo. Meanwhile, Keo is a marked
man behind enemy lines, and Lara once again finds herself tested as the answer she and the other
survivors have been waiting for is finally revealed. In the finale to The Purge of Babylon series, the
future of mankind is at stake. Sacrifices will be made and heroes will be forged, and the road to
Babylon will be paved with the deeds of the brave...and the Bones of the dead.
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Iâ€™m going to be transparent here because Iâ€™ve loved this series from the first time I read the
blurb when I was searching for apocalyptic books, read the first page and Iâ€™ve been obsessed
ever since.The Gist:Bones of Valhalla picks up immediately after Horns of Avalon as Lara, Danny
and Company launch what they hope will be the final assault on Mabry and the Ghouls.What
works:Everything! This really is the perfect ending to this series, Sam really does each character
justice. The action scenes as always are full of gore and entertainment, the dialogue witty , And yes
ladies you get your perfect ending!What doesnâ€™t work:Nothing! Itâ€™s 5 stars all the way. Sam
Sisavath is a genius!Overall:Iâ€™ll love this series of books until my dying day, itâ€™s brought so
much joy and made friendships over oceans. The characters that Sam has created will always live
with me, for the last couple of years Iâ€™ve lived with them, cried with them, and above all cared
about them and that to me is true genius. You donâ€™t get that very often in books but when you do
it really is special.So if youâ€™ve never entered the Purgeverse, do yourself a huge favour and start
today. Book one is The Purge of Babylon.

I have been a fan of this series from book 1, I have loved every book, I have re read every book, too
many times to count. This final book in the series was perfect in every way. The way the author
brings all the characters together is amazing. I believe this is his BEST book, I donâ€™t want to do
spoilers, etc, but I will say this, I feel like I got the ending I wanted and needed. I am glad that the
author may continue the series with another group of characters as I know there is still more to be
written.I wish I could give this book more than 10 stars, it deserves it in every way. Did I find
anything in this book I did not like? Not a thing.I feel the author gave us everything we could want as
this was his original plan from the beginning. I believe the author has been maligned for a certain
way he went in the story, but we as readers need to keep in mind, HE is the writer, he can do with
his story as he wants too. To me it was perfect.

The book was released at midnight. I had it finished by 6 a.m. It is rare anymore that I read all night,
even rarer is reading all night a book that does not have Stephen King on the cover. This is the
conclusion of the Babylon series and, if Sam Sisavath continues the story arc in other directions (we
still have most of the main characters-Lara, Danny, Keo, Gabby), series readers can stop now and
not feel as if they're hanging in the breeze, unsatisfied. Or we can read more.

As another has said it was the perfect ending to this series. After following these characters through

all of these books, you won't be let down, each one shines. Well worth the loss of a night's sleep!

I read this in 3 days. I couldn't put it down. And I had a pretty good idea how it was going to end, but
I hoped I was wrong. I'm not going to give anything away, but I don't think I've ever cried so much
through the last few chapters of a book. If you've been reading the series a and gotten attached to
the characters as I have, be prepared to have your heart broken at least a few times. If you haven't
read the series, do it. Start at the beginning and read them all. I've loved the Purge series since I
read the first book. I know there had to be an end to the story, but I'm a little sad that it's over.

Sam does it again, such a great author with fantastic character development and a very satisfying
"ending" to a series not to be missed !! I've been a fan of this series since the beginning and this
was another great addition to the series, but am very sad that it is the conclusion. I love the
characters and their growth over the span of the purge. I've mentioned it before, but it's so
refreshing to have the women in this series be the leaders and heroines in many cases, thank you
Sam! Yes, this was a dark conclusion, but there's no other way it could have been and still been
true to the story. Fast paced non-stop action with some major losses, which also made it so
suspenseful because no one was safe. I was disappointed at the reason given that Mabry chose to
attack when he did, but not a deal breaker or anything but the reason for my 4 stars rather then 5
stars.If Sam does decide to extend this story in different directions and with different characters, I'm
still in! If you like the dystopia or zombie genre, you will love this series and blast through all 9 books
in a flash.So, this is bittersweet as it's a great book but I'm not sure I'm ready for it to be done.
Regardless, go back and get the first book and get ready to shut down your life as you be obsessed
with reading every book back to back. I'll re-read the entire series over and over again, as will you
once you read the first chapter.

Having read the entire series...I'm sad it's over(??). Good ending, didn't have a clue where it was
heading. Would be a better t.v. series then the walking dead(which I do like). Have not read a book
by Mr Sisavath that I haven't liked...keep em coming
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